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ABSTRACT
Visual systems and constructive simulations have
fundamentally different representations for the same
geospatial area. While visual simulations are concerned with
efficient display of multiple levels of imagery texture, terrain
elevation, and 3D models, constructive simulations require a
much larger amount of semantic information or feature
attribution. Attribution is directly associated with the
geometry and appearance of surface material (mobility) and
both natural and man-made objects. Constructive simulation
runtimes rely on accurate attribution to perform planning
and to reason about the 3D environment. A significant
challenge is correlation between visual and constructive
simulations.

INTRODUCTION
The goal of this paper is to provide the process flow
requirements to generate correlated runtimes from a single
set of source geospatial data. We begin with the process of
creating correlated terrain representations and address issues
of correlated man-made structures for ground simulation. We
illustrate this with several concrete examples. Finally we
briefly discuss the lack of metrics to determine the quality of
correlation and some suggestions for a remedy.
In this paper we discuss considerations for database
correlation using specific examples of OneSAF, JointSAF,
JCATS, Virtual Battlespace 2 (VBS2), Steel Beasts
Professional, OpenFlight, and MÄK VR-Forces in networked
simulation. To set the stage for such a comparison it is
important to understand the differences between the various
runtime requirements.

BACKGROUND
Early visual and constructive simulation systems were
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designed to use the same polygonal representation for
features across both representations. Basically one
representation could be translated, polygon by polygon into
the other. A good example would be the relationship between
a CTDB-based constructive simulation (OTBSAF, JointSAF)
and a visual system that would use the same terrain skin, but
apply a photo-texture to the visual surface and place models
on, or integrate models into, the terrain surface. While the
correlated visual system would display a range of texture
resolutions based upon the observer viewpoint and system
performance requirements of the hardware system,
constructive simulation content was limited to a single
“highest resolution” representation.
As visual systems using serious game technology have
become more prevalent, however, fundamental differences
between the underlying representations have made a
translation approach incompatible with the goal of
correlation. The increasing use of networked exercises using
constructive simulations and serious games require that the
community revisit the notion of correlation in light of a focus
on high resolution ground exercises for training and
simulation.
OneSAF uses an integrated TIN (ITIN) surface approach
where each surface triangle is required to store attribution as
to surface material, mobility, and other properties used by the
OneSAF runtime. The OneSAF OTF format is defined as a
geodetic TIN with elevation referenced to the earth's
ellipsoid. JointSAF also uses an ITIN but is created using a
universal transverse mercator (UTM) or a “global coordinate
system” (GCS), which is a tiling of one degree cells on the
surface of the earth. In contrast, VBS2 and most game-based
simulations use a regular grid spacing, typically in UTM or a
local rectangular coordinate system.. As serious games
become more integrated into defense modeling and
simulation, the issue of using a “whole earth” coverage for
large area databases will need to be addressed.
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Polygon by polygon translation between different systems
does not support correlation, both in terms of position and
elevation - except in the uninteresting case where the two
runtimes use the same underlying terrain representation. The
most extreme example of terrain disparity would be
attempting to perform a polygon by polygon translation of an
OneSAF geodetic ITIN to a VBS2 UTM gridded terrain.
Another popular notion is that by simply standardizing on a
common source dataset one automatically achieves
correlation of database content for derived runtime databases.
While a common starting point for source data may be a
necessary condition to achieve correlation, it alone is not
sufficient. There are many details in the database
construction process that must also be addressed to support
correlation of disparate simulations. This is particularly true
when considering serious games with constructive
simulations for high fidelity ground simulation.

PRAGMATIC ISSUES IN RUNTIME
ENVIRONMENT CORRELATION
So, just what constitutes database correlation? While not an
exhaustive list, some necessary conditions include:
Positional correlation (X,Y,Z) for terrain surface and for
objects placed or integrated into that surface
Correlated attribution for surface materials and their
properties, for object models and their properties
Functional correlation: the ability to interact with the
environment and in response to changes in the
environment.
Some challenges that are inherent in the differences between
serious game simulations and constructive simulations
include:
Mismatch in spatial resolutions between simulations
Mismatch in the area of interest that can be represented
in various runtimes
Disparate coordinate systems and underlying terrain
representations
Mismatch in the ability to represent semantic properties
of the environment, including natural and manmade
object names and descriptions, surface material types,
construction properties.
It becomes clear that correlation between disparate
simulations has much to do minimizing the impact of these
inherent differences in a networked simulation by careful
construction and environmental data mapping.
Finally, how do we evaluate the quality of correlation
between systems?
Poorly 
Qualitatively, by human inspection and observation
Semi-automatically by designing scenarios that traverse
the environment to report anomalies.
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Correlated environmental attribution
Given these issues, how do we begin to address the
generation of correlated databases?
It all starts with the establishment of source data
requirements for the exercise environment and a
consideration of those runtimes, visual, constructive, or
gaming that will be incorporated. Our experience has shown
that environmental attribution on geospatial vector data
usually has the most impact on the ability to build correlated
databases. For example, consider OneSAF, where each
polygon is required to have a surface material description.
During database generation this attribution is derived from
the geospatial source data and generally a scripting process is
required to map attribution typically found on vector data
(FACC or source specific type data as feature type and
intrinsic attribution such as width, height, use, etc.) into the
environmental data model (EDM) which is based upon the
SEDRIS EDCS dictionary. Serious games such as VBS2 and
Steel Beasts Professional have their own requirements and
data models and usually these are expressed not at the
triangle level, but as attribution on the raster grid which
defines the elevation surface or the imagery which define the
material types.
As a result, a set of correlated translation scripts are
maintained to map source data into a common EDM. Once
mapped, this common EDM can be further remapped into the
specific set of attribution required for each of the correlated
runtimes. This two-level script-based mapping and
remapping ensures that a persistent version of the source data
attributions are maintained independent of which runtimes
will ultimately be produced.

Common terrain surface model
Once the attribution for the source data is complete, the
common terrain surface must be generated. Given the range
of required surface representations that could potentially be
required, our process combines the surface vector layers with
the source digital elevation model (DEM) to produce an
integrated triangulated irregular network (ITIN). The
importance of using an ITIN as the common surface
representation involves the preservation of the fidelity of the
original DEM and the requirement that surface features,
particularly those which carry their own elevation
information, are integrated in a manner which preserves all
available sources of surface information. This surface is
constructed in an adaptive global refinement which allows
users to specify the allowable differences, in terms of RMS
error, between the original DEM and the ITIN. It has been
shown to be the most efficient technique for allocating a
polygon budget over the entire database area.
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Further, while the ITIN is treated as an intermediate
representation, it is also the required representation for
OneSAF and JointSAF and is the preferred representation for
other runtimes such as JCATS, and commercial constructive
simulations such as MÄK VR-Forces due to its polygon
efficiency. Serious game runtimes, however, generally use a
gridded representation, usually due to the underlying game
engine. This fact is a source of significant challenge in
achieving correlation. In the case of VBS2, it supports a
regular grid with user specified grid size. The overall gaming
area is currently limited to 2048 terrain posts, and choice of
grid spacing determines the overall area of a VBS2 map.
Thus a DEM grid spacing of 5 meters results in a database
limited to approximately 10km x 10km in extent. In the case
of Steel Beasts Pro, there is a requirement for a fixed grid
spacing at 12.5 meters. However, there is no internal limit to
the number of terrain posts that can be represented and
therefore no limits, other than practical runtime performance
considerations.

Terrain correlation and runtime coordinate
systems:
Another consideration is in the use of a variety of runtime
coordinate systems, some of which require non-rectangular
systems. Attempts for correlation between visual and
constructive simulation and techniques using polygon level
correlation break down when the underlying runtime
coordinate systems are different. At first thought this can be
solved by a simple 2-dimensional re-projection, between
geodetic (OneSAF) and a rectangular system (UTM –
JCATS, VBS2, Steel Beasts Professional). But even this is
complicated since for large area databases JointSAF uses
GCS, a local tangent space system, but can use UTM for
single cell databases.
Even without these complexities, a 2-dimensional
reprojection is not sufficient since one must account for the
elevation at the grid spacing which may not correlated to the
original ITIN point, as well as points inside of the ITIN that
fall within the required correlated grid.
Our processing reduces the impact of differences in
coordinate systems and datums by minimizing the re-
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projection process to the source data once before terrain
integration. By building a reference terrain surface after
feature integration, the individual features and threedimensional positions are effectively sampled once,
preserving their relative and absolute positions within the
database. Since we also build the initial surface for the
highest fidelity runtime we derive all correlated surfaces
from that reference. Integrated surface features provide
correlation anchor points across all exported runtimes.

CASE STUDY: SAMPLE DESERT VILLAGE
DATABASE
In the remainder of this paper we use an example database,
created in TerraTools® 3.8, called “Sample Desert Village”
to illustrate a number of correlation issues. Sample Desert
has been exported using the techniques described in this
paper into a variety of visual (OpenSceneGraph,
OpenFlight), constructive (OneSAF, JointSAF, JCATS,
OTBSAF, VR-Forces) and game (VBS2, Steel Beasts
Professional) runtimes.
Sample Desert Village is a relatively small 15km x 15km test
area containing a dense 5km x 5km village area inset. Within
this inset, 129 building structures with interiors and complex
roofs were created from source data building footprints. Roof
clutter, satellite dishes, clotheslines, air conditioners and
vents were automatically scattered using TerraTools Urban
Details™ processing. A full transportation network of 144
roads (54km) into and inside the village was generated along
with 554 (5km) geo-typical walls and wall compounds, 155
telephone poles with strung wires (11km), and other ground
clutter models. Vegetation consisting of individual trees,
areas of scattered trees and orchards (6901), as well as
scattered scrubs and ground cover complete the source
dataset. Five surface material types we used to cover the area
including built-up area, scrub ground, orchards, canopies,
and bare earth ground.
Figure 1a shows an overview of the entire Sample Desert
database while Figure 1b illustrates the 5km x 5km high
resolution inset with the majority of the cultural features.
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Figure 1a: 15km x 15 km Orthophoto and GIS

Figure 1b: Sample Desert Village Inset Source Data
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Figure 2 shows some details of our terrain generation
process. This process is flexible by utilizing different
TerraTools processing nodes, and the particular steps vary
depending on the set of correlated runtimes that are being
produced. In this case, we are producing a OneSAF 4.0 OTF
and a correlated VBS2 database. Figure 2a shows the raw
source digital elevation model (DEM) at a grid spacing of 1
arc second using WGS 84 geoid vertical reference.
Figure 2b shows the reprojection of that DEM into an
geodetic coordinate system with WGS 84 ellipsoid as the
vertical datum. Figure 2c shows the integration of all ground
geospatial data with the DEM in Figure 2b. This integration
uses elevations from the DEM as well as elevations from the
vector source data to build an integrated TIN. Figure 2d
shows the DEM surface, derived from the integrated TIN in
Figure 2c, as the reference surface for VBS2 export. This
surface is a gridded DEM at 10 meter post spacing.

Our vector data processing reduces the impact of differences
in coordinate systems and datums by minimizing the reprojection and feature preparation process. The source vector
data is processed once before terrain integration. This
includes common data preparation steps like reprojecting
from difference coordinate systems, deconflation of
overlapping features, geometric manipulation (generalization
and vertex snapping), and polygonization of line features.
Increasingly terrain features are begin collected with 3D
elevations, roads centerlines and building base heights, and
these are accommodated in our process.
In fact features like terrain breaklines can be used directly
during ITIN creation to control steep slopes or details such as
drainage ditches that generally are not adequately captured in
the source DEM.

Figure 2a: Source Data DEM .1 Arcsecond Geoid Datum

Figure 2b: Geodetic DEM Ellipsoid Vertical Datum

Figure 2c: OneSAF Integrated TIN

Figure 2d: VBS2 Gridded Terrain 10 meter post
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Figure 3 shows six correlated Sample Desert Village runtime environments that were created using the process as described. These
include OneSAF, JointSAF, JCATS, MÄK VR-Forces, VBS2 and Steel Beasts Professional.

Figure 3a: OneSAF 4.0 Correlated Desert Village

Figure 3d: VR-Forces Correlated Desert Village

Figure 3b: JointSAF Correlated Desert Village

Figure 3e: VBS2 Correlated Desert Village

Figure 3c: JCATS Correlated Desert Village

Figure 3f: Steel Beasts Pro Correlated Desert Village
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CORRELATING BUILDING
REPRESENTATIONS
Up until this point we have focused on the generation of
correlated databases from the terrain surface and integrated
features perspective. Urban environments require the
generation of buildings and other man-made structures.
Whether geo-specific or geo-typical in nature, the timeline to
generate a set of urban models for a single runtime
environment can dominate database construction time and
costs. When correlation of urban content is required for
multiple runtimes, the use of multiple manual modeling
systems or direct content translation exacerbates an already
difficult situation. Our approach is to generate correlated
models from a single intermediate representation whenever
possible. By automating this process we can make guarantees
about correlation in both geometry and appearance.

Figure 4b OneSAF 4.0 Village Center

In this section we use as an example the central village inset
which contains approximately 129 unique building
footprints.
Of these 41 will have unique automatically generated
building interiors, 24 are pre-existing models placed as
model references, and the remainder will be simple
extrusions with variations in roof type, height and clutter.
Figure 4a shows the vector source data detail of the village
area. Red polygons are building footprints that will be simple
multi-level extrusions. Yellow polygons will be used to
generate buildings with interior rooms and aperature
structures. These buildings, roads, powerlines, and walls are
each exported from our common internal representation to
provide correlation. Figures 4a-4e shows the village area in
each of the runtimes. In order to further describe this process
it is important to understand the differences in representation
for buildings within each of the runtime formats.

Figure 4a Source Data for Desert Village Center
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Figure 4c OpenFlight Desert Village Center

Figure 4d JointSAF Desert Village Center
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Figure 4e VBS2 Desert Village Center

Figure 4f MÄK VR-Forces Desert Village Center

Table 1 summarizes some major issues in construction of
correlated buildings for use in visual, constructive, and
serious games. The level of complexity in manually
constructing buildings for any one format is time consuming.
OneSAF UHRBs can be constructed by a number of software
solutions; VBS2 building interiors can be manually
constructed using the Bohemia Interactive Oxygene toolset.

However the complexity of manually constructing both
formats, much less other runtime formats, argues for an
automated process that produces multiple formats with
required EDM and representational details to insure
correlation. If we abstract the components of buildings
across different simulations we can describe their complexity
across several dimensions as discussed in this section.

Material
Collision
Attribution Surfaces
Visual System Formats

Runtimes

Apertures

Rooms

OpenSceneGraph
OpenFlight

Empty space

Collection of
polygons

Textures

Runtime

State
Change

Format
Type

None

Scene graph
geometry

Constructive Simulation Runtimes
JointSAF MES

Free standing
polygons

Collection of
polygons and
footprint outline

Integer PAT
entry

Runtime

None

OneSAF UHRB

Closed volume
embedded in
wall geometry

Collection of
wall surfaces

EDM
attribution

Runtime

Aperture
states

Text, list of
polygons, and
metadata
XML lists of
surfaces and
attributes

Serious Game Runtimes
VBS2

Absence of
collision
volumes

Absence of
collision
volumes

Steel Beasts Pro

Point positions

None

Textures and
sounds

Collection of
closed convex
volumes

Destruction,
door
animation,
open/closed

Texture

Provided
collision mesh

Destruction,
entity
occupied

Table 1 Building Component Considerations for Correlation
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Multiple
layers of
geometry, and
configuration
text file
Geometry
mesh file plus
text
configuration
file
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Representation of Apertures
Apertures can be connections between the building structure
and the rest of the simulation environment or connections
between components within the same structure. They are
used by runtimes to route entities through the structure.
In the case of constructive simulation, the database
development toolset must generate a logical connection
between the components of the building, as well as the
polygonal geometry representing the space the aperture
occupies. In the case of game runtimes, considerations
include creating a negative space (the absence of other
surfaces) within the space the aperture occupies.

Representation of Rooms
Rooms are components within a building structure and are
used by runtimes to represent areas with a structure.
In the case of constructive simulation, the database
development toolset must generate the polygonal geometry
that defines the boundaries of each room. In the case of game
runtimes, considerations include defining the polygonal
geometry which defines the walls or the boundaries between
rooms. The difference is more in terms of association, rather
than in the actual polygons themselves.

Representation of Building Materials
Material representations are assigned by either direct
specification, or indirectly by specifying their more abstract
qualities. They are used by runtimes to determine how room
and aperture definitions respond when external forces
interact with them.
In the case of constructive simulation, the database
development toolset must generate enumerated attribution,
such as selecting from a set of defined construction materials.
In the case of game runtimes, considerations include
generation of runtime user experience features, such as
sounds that emit when walked upon and the visual texturing
of the geometry.

Representation of Collision Surfaces
Collision surfaces define what is solid surface and what is
open area and are used by runtimes to control line of sight
calculations and similar ray-casting operations.
In the case of constructive simulation, collision surfaces are
handled by the existing aperture, room, and material
definitions. In the case of game runtimes, the collision
information is generated as separate geometry from the visual
geometry, usually in the form of closed volumes.

Ability to Support Static or Dynamic Change of
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State
States are definitions of condition of an object and are used
by runtimes to allow interactions to have their results stored
so that they in turn can impact future interactions.
In the case of constructive simulation, the database
development toolset must generate binary attribution for
features within a structure, such as whether a door is open or
closed. In the case of OneSAF URHBs a “two room
constraint” is imposed in the representation in order to
support dynamic modeling within the runtime. In the case of
game runtimes, considerations include generating data for
transitioning between states which can including model
destruction as well as the binary conditions, such as an
animated door swinging between being open and closed.

Format
Finally, each runtime imposes a different intrinsic format into
which all information about the building structure must
be generated or compiled. These range from a standard scene
graph geometry representation for purely visual systems to
meta information and configuration files for game
environments. Considerations include the limitations on
geometry (polygon limits) and connective complexity
(aperture limits) imposed by various runtimes and the
generation of supplementary configuration files that link the
models against existing runtime functionality.

BUILDING BLUEPRINT FILE
Our process for the generation of correlated buildings starts
with the definition of a building blueprint file. This is a 2.5
dimensional annotated graphic that users can edit which
describes the building exterior, room locations and all
building apertures. TerraTools is capable of automatically
generating these blueprint files simply based upon the
building footprint in the geospatial source data. It uses a
space filling algorithm controlled parametrically from a set of
user definable building templates. Figure 5a shows three
auto-generated blueprint files generated using this process.
Additional attribution on the source data building footprint is
used to randomly generate roof clutter. Figures 5b - 5f shows
the three buildings in visual, constructive, and gaming
runtimes. For VBS2 buildings, all collision surfaces,
destruction states, door entrances on non-flat terrain (step up)
and internal routing networks are produced. Likewise room
and aperture descriptions are correlated in all constructive
systems (OneSAF UHRB, OTBSAF MES, JCATS Complex
Buildings) so that entity level networked simulations support
individual combatant operations.
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Figure 5a Complex Buildings Blueprint Source Data

Figure 5d Complex Building UHRB in OneSAF

Figure 5b Complex Buildings in OpenFlight

Figure 5e Complex Building in JCATS

Figure 5c Complex Buildings in VBS2

Figure 5f Complex Building MES in JointSAF
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EVALUATION METRICS
The ability to perform quantitative evaluations to determine
the degree of correlation between different visual,
constructive is largely an open problem. Current practice
involves creating entity scenarios, linking simulations using a
DIS/HLA gateway, and then observing positional accuracy in
each runtime. This is a fairly ad hoc process, but it seems to
reflect common practice.
Since runtime databases are geospatial products one could
adopt procedures from the remote sensing or
photogrammetric community which involve the location of
known check points and setting aside a subset of test points.
Using the check points one could develop a statistical model
in terms of horizontal and vertical accuracy by comparing
positions reported by each runtime. Typical models include
RMS error, but could also include an error distribution model
as well as covariance statistics. Such an evaluation would
raise the level of discussion of database correlation from a
purely qualitative and observational commentary.

CONCLUSIONS
Detailed correlation between multiple constructive and visual
systems has been demonstrated using TerraTools® 3.8.
A reproducible process has been described that supports a
variety of database formats including detailed urban
structures. This process requires careful source data
processing including EDM mapping appropriate for each
runtime as well as considerations for the generation of
correlated terrain and automated structure generation.
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